
 
Located near the town of Treiso and only three hectares in 
size, this is the smallest of La Spinetta's Barbaresco Crus. 
A vineyard location in Treiso always implies a higher 
altitude and, in fact, the Valeirano vineyard lies 450 meters 
(1,476ft) above sea level. The soil is calcareous, but also 
contains many larger stones, excellent for drainage. The 
vines are 50 to 55 years old and the hillside faces due 
south.  

 
The Valeirano wines are very different from Starderi and 
Gallina. While Valeirano in general has the elegance of 
Gallina, it does not have the same full body. Instead, it 
amazes with minerality, giving the wine a unique identity, 
easily identifiable in a blind tasting with the other two Crus 
feet.  The wine is aged in 20% new and 80% 2nd use 
medium-toast French oak for 22 months.  It is then 
transferred to stainless steel for 3 months and then bottled 
and rested for over a year prior to release.  It is un-fined 
and un-filtered and it is released no sooner than 3 years 
after harvest.  Farming is organic.  There is no use of 
herbicides or pesticides.   

 
6-pk wooden case. 

 
 
 
 
 
LA SPINETTA 2019 BARBARESCO “VIGNETO VALEIRANO” 
 

 
95 Points, The Wine Advocate:  “Packaged with the distinctive rhinoceros 
label (in blue), the La Spinetta 2019 Barbaresco Valeirano Vürsù has some 
ripeness and softness that is expressed with blackberry, plum and sweet spice. 
The wine is structured and full-bodied, but it also shows integrated tannins that 
support the wine in a firm but effortless manner.” 
 
95 Points, Vinous:  “The 2019 Barbaresco Vigneto Valeirano continues its 
progression as the most improved of the Spinetta Barbarescos. Dark cherry, 
plum, spice, menthol, dried herbs, leather, sage and incense fill out the layers 
effortlessly. The tannins, often quite potent here, are present, they are nicely 
integrated in the wine's fabric. The Valeirano is the most savory and mineral 
(and least fruity) of the Spinetta Barbarescos.” 
 
94 Points, James Suckling:  “Lots of roses to the red fruits and dry earth 
aromas. Some lemon bush. It's medium-bodied with chewy tannins and a 
leaner and fresh finish. Drinkable, but better in a couple of years.” 
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